
  

 

Abstract—The analysis and assessment of the students’ 

feedback in improving the educational environment as well as 

enhancing students' learning experience is one of the critical 

issues for the higher education community. The conventional 

methods of analysis and assessment are not sufficient to explore 

the hidden information from the student feedback data 

repositories. In this paper we present the analysis of students’ 

feedback data using k-means clustering algorithm for effective 

decision making by educational community responsible for 

monitoring and reviewing the effectiveness of educational 

programs and for improving the quality of teaching and 

learning experience for their students.  

 
Index Terms—Centroid, data mining, homogeneous groups, 

k-means.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The notion of feedback as a response to a sender‟s message 

originally comes from communication theorists whose early 

work laid the foundation for the understanding of feedback as 

an element of instruction [1]. The students‟ feedback is an 

indirect assessment measuring tool which is extensively 

being used as an evaluation of teaching in the field of higher 

education [2]. The students‟ feedback gathered in a 

structured way in an academic setting provides a genuine 

opportunity to individual student to express his/her opinion 

and raise issues for the consideration of academic and 

administrative officers of the higher educational institutions. 

This kind of feedback is not only beneficial for addressing 

students‟ concerns but also facilitates appropriate 

enhancement activities undertaken by the institution. A 

variety of formal and informal procedures based on 

qualitative and quantitative methods are commonly used with 

the aim of identifying a variety of issues concerning faculty, 

curriculum, teaching methodology and essential support 

services for resolving the identified issues and for enhancing 

the overall quality of academic programs and services 

provided by the institution.  

The conventional methods used for this purpose consist of 

predefined queries and charts to analyze the data in the 

academic repositories. These conventional methods, 

however, are unable to explore some useful hidden 

information. Data clustering is a process of extracting 
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previously unknown, valid, positional useful and hidden 

patterns from large data sets [3]. The amount of data stored in 

educational databases is increasing rapidly. Clustering 

technique is most widely used technique for future 

prediction. The main goal of clustering is to partition students 

into homogeneous groups according to their characteristics 

and abilities. The selection of data clustering tools and 

techniques mostly depends on the scope of the problem and 

the expected results from the analysis. Table I presents the 

summary of the clustering studies in the field of educational 

data mining.  

 
TABLE I: SUMMARY OF THE CLUSTERING STUDIES IN THE FIELD OF 

EDUCATIONAL DATA MINING 

Author(s) 

Name 

Clustering 

Method 

Choice 

Justified 

Evaluation 

Measure 

Triangulation 

Dataset 

Durfee et 

al. [4] 
SOM No - 

Student‟s 

Dataset 

Anaya 

and 

Boticario 

[5] 

EM No - 
Expert 

Opinion 

Wang et 

al. [6] 
ISODATA Yes - - 

Shih et al. 

[7] 

Step-wise 

HMM 
Yes - 

Students‟ 

Learning 

Outcome 

Hubscher 

et al. [8] 

Hierarchical 

clustering; 

K-means 

Yes - - 

Maull et 

al. [9] 

K-means; 

EM 
Yes - - 

Lee [10]  

PCA over 

SOM 

K-means 

Yes 

Within 

Cluster 

Variance 

- 

Dogan 

and 

Camurcu 

[11]  

K-means Yes 

Within 

Cluster 

Variation 

- 

Perera et 

al. [12]  
K-means Yes 

Same 

Results  

Group 

Performance 

 

In this paper we present k-means clustering algorithm as a 

simple and efficient tool to analyze and assess the students‟ 

feedback data for identifying good practices that could 

contribute towards the enhancement of educational 

environment for students. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, 

we present the clustering algorithm used and in Section III 

we present the data collection, results and analysis of the 

results. The conclusions of our work are given in Section IV. 

 

II. CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 

The data clustering is an unsupervised and is a statistical 

data analysis technique to classify the same data into a 

homogeneous group and to operate on a large data-set to 
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discover hidden pattern and relationship helps to make 

decision quickly and efficiently. There are two types of 

cluster analysis; hierarchical clustering and non-hierarchical 

clustering techniques. The single linkage, complete linkage, 

average linkage, median, and Ward are some of the types of 

hierarchical clustering techniques and non-hierarchical 

techniques include k-means, adaptive k-means, k-medoids, 

and fuzzy clustering. To determine which algorithm is good 

is a function of the type of data available and the particular 

purpose of analysis.  

A. K-Means Algorithm 

Originally known as Forgy‟s method [13], the K-means is 

one of the famous algorithms for data clustering and it has 

been used widely in several fields including data mining, 

statistical data analysis and other business applications. The 

K-means clustering algorithm builds clusters by RFM 

attributes (R: Recency, F: Frequency, M: Monetary). 

The K-means algorithm suggested by [14] for describing 

an algorithm assigns each item to the cluster with the nearest 

centroid i.e. mean. The k-means clustering method produces 

exactly k different clusters of largest possible distinction and 

the best number of clusters k leading to the largest separation 

is not known as a priori and must be computed from the data. 

B. Algorithmic Steps for K-Means Clustering 

Let },....,,,{ 321 nxxxxX  be the set of data points and 

},....,,,{ 321 cvvvvV  be the set of centers. 

1) Randomly select „c‟ cluster centers. 

2) Calculate the distance between each data point and 

cluster centers. 

3) Assign the data point to the cluster center whose distance 

from the cluster center is the minimum of all the cluster 

centers. 

4) Recalculate the new cluster center using the following 

formula. 
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5) Recalculate the distance between each data point and 

new obtained cluster centers. 

6) If no data point was reassigned then stop, otherwise 

repeat from step c. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Flow chart of k-means clustering. 

The flow chart of the k-means algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

III. DATA COLLECTION, RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

This data used in this paper is available at UCI website 

[15] that contains a total 5820 evaluation scores provided by 

students from a University. There are thirty three (33) 

attributes/questions out of which twenty eight (28) are course 

specific questions. The data relating to Q-1 to Q-28 consists 

of Likert–type scale, i.e., the response values of these 

questions are of the form {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The non-course 

specific attributes are; instructor, course code having values 

from {1, 2, …, 13}, how many times student is taking this 

course, and attendance level values from {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} and 

level of difficulty of the course as perceived by the student 

with values taken from {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Twenty eight course 

specific questions used in this paper are as follows: 

Q-1. The semester course content, teaching method and 

evaluation system were provided at the start. 

Q-2. The course aims and objectives were clearly stated at 

the beginning of the period.  

Q-3. The course was worth the amount of credit assigned to 

it.  

Q-4. The course was taught according to the syllabus 

announced on the first day of class.  

Q-5. The class discussions, homework assignments, 

applications and studies were satisfactory.  

Q-6. The textbook and other courses resources were 

sufficient and up to date. 

Q-7. The course allowed field work, applications, 

laboratory, discussion and other studies.  

Q-8. The quizzes, assignments, projects and exams 

contributed to helping the learning. 

Q-9. I greatly enjoyed the class and was eager to actively 

participate during the lectures.  

Q-10. My initial expectations about the course were met at 

the end of the period or year. 

Q-11. The course was relevant and beneficial to my 

professional development.  

Q-12. The course helped me look at life and the world with a 

new perspective.  

Q-13. The Instructor's knowledge was relevant and up to 

date.  

Q-14. The Instructor came prepared for classes. 

Q-15. The Instructor taught in accordance with the 

announced lesson plan. 

Q-16. The Instructor was committed to the course and was 

understandable. 

Q-17. The Instructor arrived on time for classes.  

Q-18. The Instructor has a smooth and easy to follow 

delivery/speech.  

Q-19. The Instructor made effective use of class hours.  

Q-20. The Instructor explained the course and was eager to 

be helpful to students.  

Q-21. The Instructor demonstrated a positive approach to 

students.  

Q-22. The Instructor was open and respectful of the views of 

students about the course.  

Q-23. The Instructor encouraged participation in the course.  

Q-24. The Instructor gave relevant homework 
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assignments/projects, and helped/guided students.  

Q-25. The Instructor responded to questions about the course 

inside and outside of the course.  

Q-26. The Instructor's evaluation system (midterm and final 

questions, projects, assignments, etc.) effectively 

measured the course objectives.  

Q-27. The Instructor provided solutions to exams and 

discussed them with students.  

Q-28. The Instructor treated all students in a right and 

objective manner. 

A. Tools Used for Clustering 

We used Weka [16] (Waikato Environment for 

Knowledge Analysis) software which is a popular suite of 

machine learning software written in Java, developed at the 

University of Waikato, New Zealand. Weka is free software 

available under the GNU General Public License. Due to the 

limitation of the space, we present cluster analysis details 

appearing in the Weka explorer window for only one 

question which is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Snapshot of Weka explorer for question 5. 

 

B. Results and Discussion 

The result of three (03) clusters generated using K-Means 

method with Euclidean distance for all questions is shown in 

Table I. Some of the clusters have overall percentage one less 

or more than hundred. This is due the sum of squared errors 

within cluster for example 61.82433274842191 in Question 

5.  

 

 
Fig. 3a. Clusters for Q – 1. 

We present the cluster analysis of only two questions (Q-1 

and Q-24) in visualization mode as observed in the Weka 

software. 

The cluster analyses of these questions are shown in Fig. 

3a and Fig. 3b. Fig. 3a presents the three clusters for Q-1 and 

Fig. 3b shows the pictorial view of three clusters for Q-24. 

The points outside the boundaries around the clusters are 

considered as outliers. 
 

 
Fig. 3b. Clusters for Q – 24. 

 

The cluster analysis of the first question shows that 

centroid of full data is 2.7835 which is an average rating for 

this question on Likert scale. The centroid of cluster 0 is 2 

and 9% of the students fall in this cluster. The centroid of 

cluster 1 is 3.6927 and 63% of the students fall in this cluster 

which shows that majority of faculty members provided 

course content, teaching method and evaluation system at the 

start of the semester. However, 28% students in cluster 2 with 

centroid only 01 indicate an opinion that is contrary to the 

cluster 1. It is interesting to note that this opinion is not 

negligible. 

The comparison of questions Q-2, Q-4 and Q-15 

(highlighted borders in Table II) offers an interesting pattern 

by presenting similar clusters for these questions. For 

question 2, the centroid of cluster 1 is 3.0 and percentage is 

27% whereas the centroid of cluster 2 is 4.3929 and its 

percentage is 37%. This analysis shows that 64% of the 

students are normally satisfied with the fact that course aims 

and objectives were clearly stated at the beginning of the 

period, out of which 37% fall in a group who rated it almost 

4.4. Similarly, for Q-4, 30% of the students have the same 

opinion with centroid 3 of the cluster 1. The cluster 2 has 

centroid at 4.3537 with 44% students falling in this cluster. 

We can say that 74% of the students in total in cluster 1 and 2 

are satisfied with Q-4, i.e., the course was taught according to 

the syllabus announced on the first day of class. A similar 

analysis could be drawn from the data of clusters of Q-15 

where 49% of the students are satisfied with Q-15, 

collectively as the centroid values for cluster 0 and 2 are 4 

and 5 respectively. In accordance with the analysis of 

question 15, 51% of the students are in cluster 1 having a 

centroid 2.2779 which means that the opinion of almost half 

of the students indicates that the instructor taught in 

accordance with the announced lesson plan. It is important to 

note that Q-2, Q-4 and Q-15 are interlinked and this analysis 

should be viewed in the same perspective. A similar analysis 

can be observed for the cluster analysis of Q-16 and Q21- 

Q-22. 
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TABLE II: STATISTICS OF CLUSTERS 

Question 

No. 

Overall Cluster 0 Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Centroid %age Centroid %age Centroid %age Centroid %age 

1 2.7835 100 2 9 3.6927 63 1 28 

2 2.9299 100 1.4162 36 3 27 4.3929 37 

3 3.0739 100 1.4479 31 3 29 4.3608 40 

4 3.1787 100 1.4441 26 3 30 4.3537 44 

5 3.0825 101 1.4547 31 3 29 4.3642 41 

6 3.1058 100 2.2241 59 4 26 5 15 

7 3.1074 100 4 26 2.2229 59 5 15 

8 3.0663 99 4 25 2.2112 60 5 14 

9 3.0419 99 4.3836 38 3 29 1.4816 32 

10 3.166 99 2.7194 42 4.3842 42 1 15 

11 3.0907 100 3 30 4.3789 40 1.4552 30 

12 3.1838 100 4 27 2.2283 56 5 17 

13 3.0356 100 1.4386 32 3 29 4.3924 39 

14 3.2428 100 4 29 2.2652 54 5 17 

15 3.2909 100 4 31 2.2779 51 5 18 

16 3.2873 100 4 30 2.2872 52 5 18 

17 3.1696 101 3 29 4.3857 44 1.429 28 

18 3.3985 100 4.399 53 2.7487 34 1 13 

19 3.2225 101 1.4244 26 3 29 4.3837 46 

20 3.2617 100 1.4216 24 3 29 4.3862 47 

21 3.2854 100 4 29 2.2686 52 5 19 

22 3.3074 99 4 29 2.2777 51 5 19 

23 3.3175 100 4 30 2.2815 51 5 19 

24 3.2019 100 2.2689 56 4 27 5 17 

25 3.1668 101 3 30 4.3865 43 1.4514 28 

26 3.3125 100 2.742 38 4.3853 49 1 13 

27 3.2222 100 3 29 4.3807 45 1.4278 26 

28 3.1548 99 1.4378 28 3 28 4.3781 43 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have presented a model for using one of the data 

mining approaches i.e. clustering to enhance the learning 

experience of students that would ultimately improve the 

quality of educational environment of an educational 

institution. All these and alike hidden patterns could serve as 

an important feedback for instructors, curriculum planners, 

academic managers, and other stakeholders in making 

informed decisions for evaluating and restructuring curricula 

as well as teaching and assessment methodologies with a 

view to improve students‟ performance in their respective 

programs.  
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